
The attitudes of the 17th/18th century "Enlightenment" created the conditions for 
the material benefits of the 21st century, but left our personal lives and social 
relationships barren. After exploring the astrological reasons for this, Roy will show 
how knowing today's transits can be used to restore a scientific balance that 
includes human as well as mechanical understanding. We can educate our children 
to have social values, based on a compassionate view of each other's needs.
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Structure of the Talk

A. Introduction

B. The 500 year outer-planetary cycle

C. The emergence of the Rational Mind and the half-cycle 

D. The first Pluto cycle of the Industrial Revolution

E. Key problems emerging at the Pluto return

F. The combined strength of astrology and compassion 

G. Key 21st century social areas where astrology and compassion can help

H. Questions and discussion 





NB Noon time only





The heart cause of the problems that accompany 

the many benefits of the 250 year Pluto cycle.

‘The late 17th century decision to eject astrology from academia threw out the 

baby with the bathwater. This denied the emerging industrial societies a vital 

way of assessing spiritual, mental and emotional behaviour. By labelling 

sensation as illogical, Kant seemed to justify a moral vacuum. So today, 

enormous mechanical power is arbitrarily administered by people of limited 

competence and doubtful motivation. We reject assessment by astrological 

insight and leave ethical and spiritual values to personal choice. Pre—20th

century class rule by privilege has been replaced by a meritocracy of slick 

achievements, which sees little or no need for ethical values. We have moved 

from the injustice of inherited power to spin-managed mob-manipulation. 

Power has moved from unashamed long term aristocratic self-interest to 

increasingly short-term irresponsibility. The result is cultural alienation, amidst

ecological and economic disaster.’

Extract from Science Reborn article 2009 Feb/March Mountain Astrologer
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